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       European Association for Gestalt Therapy   
                            Established 1985   

Dear EAGT members,  
  
We are aware that phishing-mails are in circulation, using fake email-addresses from EAGT EC members 
or email addresses from other individual members.  
  
A fake email is almost impossible to detect. Therefore, never disclose your bank account 
number, pin code or birth date to people sending you an email. Back office of EAGT, and 
committee members use email addresses in the form of first.lastname@EAGT.ORG . If in 
doubt, forward email to ADMIN@EAGT.ORG , and we will verify authenticity or mark it as 
spam.  
  
EAGT never asks for ad hoc financial support in an email. We do send invoices via PayPal, and they 
include correct bank details, if you don’t want to use PayPal. But we urge you to use PayPal, since we 
then save a lot of time in Backoffice, and you have an insurance on payment from your card company.  
  
The invoice email from PayPal has a URL like https://www.paypal.com/nl/cgi-
bin/webscr?cmd=_inv-details&id=INV2-KLJHYG-F4QP-YZLN-4QG6   , and you should verify that 
it transfers you to the safe page at  https://www.paypal.com .  If in doubt, forward email from 
PayPal  to ADMIN@EAGT.ORG , and we will verify authenticity or mark it as spam.  
  
So… if sender is  Something@EAGT.ORG   or  Something@PayPal.nl or Something@PayPal.com , it can 
be spam, but probably is not . If in doubt, forward email from  to ADMIN@EAGT.ORG , and we will 
verify authenticity or mark it as spam. 
 
 

 

Warm regards, 

Thomas Reistad for 

Wilma Trip 

 
 
Thomas Reistad 
Office Admin Assistant 
P +0047 97050521  

 

 

 

 

EAGT Office 

c/o Wilma Trip 

Skulebakken 22  

3760 Neslandsvatn 

Norway 

P +47 958 39 146 

E wilma.trip@eagt.org; info@eagt.org  

 

EAGT is registered at the Chamber of Commerce in The 

Netherlands under number 55854117 
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